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Abstract. The polycrystalline LaMnO3?d has been investigated and studied in detail for its structural, magnetic,
electrical transport and dielectric properties. Perovskite manganites like LaMnO3?d is intrinsically inhomogeneous and
exhibit disorders, which lead to different types of critical phenomenon. The magnetization measurement suggests the
occurrence of Griffith’s phase (means no clear phase separation in this region) like phenomenon arising above critical
temperature TC. This is also reflected as a small hump in electrical resistivity measurement about the same temperature as
observed in magnetization measurements. The occurrence of Griffith’s phase-like phenomenon arising above the critical
temperature TC in LaMnO3?d manganites is found due to the quenched disorder in the co-operative interactions of the
frustrated magnetic spins. The analysis of electrical resistivity measurements further suggests that the transport properties
in this region follows Shklovskii–Efros variable range hopping (SE-VRH) mechanism, as the sample encompass disorder
and frustration. The Magneto-resistance (MR) at different temperatures measured with respect to the applied magnetic
field further concludes the characteristic dependent on Brillouin function. The Dielectric measurements carried out on the
sample exhibits multiple relaxation behavior, which is understood using combined Debye-Maxwell Wagner relaxor
dynamics.
Keywords. Inhomogeneous ferromagnetism; Griffith’s phase; inelastic tunneling; Shklovskii–Efros variable range
hopping; Debye-Maxwell Wagner relaxor dynamics.

1.

Introduction

Perovskite manganites such as polycrystalline LaMnO3?d
has always been the subject of research interest for the
scientific community, over half a century due to their fascinating physical properties and critical phenomena which
is not well understood [1]. A considerable attempt and a
significant progress have been made in studying this sample, but many of the observed physical properties remain
unanswered and require multi-viewpoint on their genesis
[1–5]. One such reason for this peculiar nature is attributed
due to the oxygen non-stoichiometry, which influences
magnetic and electrical transport properties. Tofield and
Scott [4] investigated the effect of oxygen non-stoichiometry in the above sample and found that the oxygen excess
in LaMnO3 cannot be accommodated interstitially in their
lattice arrangements. Therefore, they suggested an enough
number of La and Mn vacancies must be created in order to
maintain the defect-free chemical stoichiometry. Further
Van Roosmalen et al [5] showed from their neutron
diffraction studies on LaMnO3 that an equivalent amount of
La and Mn vacancies are indeed created due to excess

oxygen. The rich phase due to excess oxygen in LaMnO3 is
responsible for exhibiting ferromagnetism (FM). In addition, the origin of FM property was attributed due to double
exchange (DE) and Jahn–Teller (JT) distortions [4, 5].
Further, the research group Hauback et al [6] have also
studied the above sample and proposed that the synthesized
sample can exists in three different crystallographic structures. Those are orthorhombic (Pbnm) with large Jahn–
Teller (JT) distortions, orthorhombic (Pbnm) with small
Jahn–Teller (JT) distortions and rhombohedral (R3c)
structure with critical distortions (d & 0.065–0.154) [7].
These types of distortions in the crystallographic structures
give rise to other kind of magnetic phases, such as disorderoriented anti-ferromagnetism (AFM), spin glass (SG)/cluster spin glass (CG) properties and frustrated critical magnetic spins, leading to Griffith’s phase (GP)-like
phenomenon [8]. Also as per Zhao et al [9] in order to get
stoichiometric LaMnO3 one should synthesize in the
absence of oxygen/air, but in the presence of ambient air or
carrier-gas pressure (O2) results in non-stoichiometric
LaMnO3?d with the formation of Mn4? ions besides Mn3?.
This means that the actual stoichiometry of LaMnO3 must
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be La3/(3?d)Mn3/(3?d)O3 as suggested by Ritter et al [7].
However, nomenclature wise LaMnO3?d is used throughout
this article, for the sake of simplicity. In the scientific
depository, there exist many literatures [4–8] on this
chemical sample with divalent and trivalent substitutions of
alkaline earth elements at La site and different transition
metal (3d–5d) elements at Mn site giving rise to various
interesting phenomena and physical properties. However,
the cause of changes in physical property of the original
parent sample is phenomenal due to other type of mechanism popularly known as self-doping. This indeed influences the bond stretching, cationic angling and structural
distortions, which require very deep and systematic understandings [10,11]. Further, the studied sample exhibits
complicated characteristics due to lattice contributions,
defects and coupling effects, which show dielectric relaxation behaviour [12,13]. Dielectric relaxation can be
understood as a process through which dielectric media
reach the state of equilibrium, with one or more time constants in relation to the corresponding polarization phenomena [12,13]. Hence, the frequency and temperature
dependence of the dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss
have been studied and analysed using existing models to
understand the dielectric relaxation effects [12,13]. In this
proposed study, the systematic study on the structural,
magnetic, electrical transport and dielectric properties of the
polycrystalline sample LaMnO3?d is reported. Moreover,
special focus on the frustrations in spins leading to a
magnetic, electrical as well as dielectric anomaly and the
possible origin is presented in detail. The results obtained
from this study will provide a critical viewpoint alongside
the existing studies on this peculiar sample, where an effort
has been made to address the above phenomenal properties
exhibited by this sample.

2.

Experimental

The polycrystalline LaMnO3?d is synthesized using conventional solid-state chemical reaction route method
[10–13]. The stoichiometric reactant mixtures of La2O3
(preheated for 12 h at 900°C to remove the moisture content
and other dirt) and MnO2 powders procured (all 99.9%
purity) from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. were mixed
thoroughly. The well-grounded reactant mixtures were then
calcined for 24 h at 900°C and 12 h at 1000°C. Further the
calcined powders were pressed into pellets (d = 13 mm
dimensions) and sintered in open air at 1200°C for 18 h with
intermediate crushing and re-pelletizations. In order to
obtain high pure single-phase sample, the above-mentioned
process has been repeated several times, which systematically influences the oxygen stoichiometry (d) [7,12,13]. The
‘d’ was obtained using Redox titration method, where a
phase confirmed sample solution containing 20 ml of 0.1 N
HCl and an aqueous solution of 20% KI with 1% starch
solution, as indicator was titrated against 0.1 N
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Na2S2O35H2O [7,12,13]. The value of ‘d’ is found to be
0.145, which is closer value as reported in [7]. The phase
formation in the above synthesized sample has been confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurement
using Cu-Ka (k ¼ 1:5406Å) radiation. The percent compositions (chemical stoichiometry) of the sample has been
confirmed using energy dispersive spectroscopic (EDS)
analysis (not shown here), obtained at different locations on
the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image (experiments and analysis were carried out at IIT, Patna). The
magnetic measurements on the final pellets of the synthesized sample (*1 g) cut into square bar of dimension 5 9 5
9 3 mm have been carried out using superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometer (Quantum
Design SQUID MPMS XL-7) at UGC DAE CSR, Kolkata,
after confirming their chemical stoichiometry and phase
purity. The electrical resistivity measurements as a function
of temperature were carried out using Oxford Spectromag
*14 T superconducting magnet, interfaced with standard
four-probe resistivity setup at UGC DAE CSR Indore.
Dielectric measurements with varying temperatures and
frequency for the synthesized sample were carried out using
a Novo-control alpha impedance analyzer with RMS ac
voltage of 1 V, where sample in the form of a pellet was
sandwiched between the electrodes of a Novo-control
BDS1200 sample cell. The dielectric permittivity data were
recorded for the synthesized sample at variable temperatures using Quatro Cryosystem with liquid nitrogen for
cooling.

3.

Results and discussions

The PXRD pattern of the studied sample well indexed to
rhombohedral crystal structure with R3c (with hexagonal
locale) space group, shown in figure 1a. Further, both the
experimental data (black line) in comparison with the theoretical data (red line) obtained from Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database [ICSD (#167-1)] are also shown for
clear understanding. From figure 1a it is clear that the
synthesized sample is compatible with the theoretical findings. Further, the structural analysis shown in figure 1b has
been performed with Rietveld refinements method using
FULLPROFÒ software based on the parameters in comparison with ICSD #167-1. The Rietveld refinement of the
PXRD data with acceptable fitting parameters, goodness of
fit [14], v2 = 2.15 and Rwp/Rexp = 1.52, which confirm the
phase formation. The lattice parameters obtained from the
refinement are found to be, a ¼ b ¼ 5:516ð5Þ Å and c ¼
 3
13:335ð2Þ Å with cell volume V ¼ 351:912ð7Þ Å . The
bond length between La–O is found to be 2:899 Å and Mn–
O is 2:416 Å; respecttively. The bond angle Mn–O–Mn is
found to be 161.638 and O–La–O is 166.918. PXRD is also
most probable method for determining the average
crystallite diameter size (D) for bulk materials. From the
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The average density of the crystallite size distribution in
the studied sample is found to be 6.85 Mg m–3 (https://
materials.springer.com/isp/crystallographic/docs/sd_1502
712). This shows that the sample is comprised of fewer
voids. Further in order to quantify the size mismatch of the
La and Mn cations, Goldschmidt tolerance factor ‘s’ has
been calculated, which is defined as s ¼ pﬃﬃ2rðArþrþr0 Þ, where rA
B

Figure 1. (a) The PXRD patterns of LaMnO3?d, the experimental data (black line) and theoretical data (red line) obtained from
ICSD (#167-1) with SEM image shown in inset. (b) Reitveld
refinement of the PXRD data using FULLPROF software in
comparison with theoretical data obtained from ICSD (#167-1).

well-known Scherrer formula [10–14], the D ¼ 14:8nm was
Kk
estimated using the equation D ¼ bcosh
. Here k is the X-ray
wavelength in nanometer (nm), ‘b’ is the full-width halfmaximum (FWHM) obtained from Pseudo-Voigt fitting to
the strong peak in the XRD pattern and ‘K’ is a constant,
usually taken as 0.9, since the crystallite shapes are believed
to be spherically distributed under cubic symmetries. The
relationship between density and crystal structure for the
above sample has been studied in order to predict the
magnitude of the physical properties [14]. The density of
the crystallites is related to the chemical composition and
crystal structure through the equation is given as
q ¼ ZM=NA V, where Z is number of atoms per unit cell,
M the molecular weight, NA is the Avogadro number and
‘V’ the cell volume.

0

and rB are the ionic radii of La and Mn cations and r0 is the
ionic radii of oxygen. For an ideal cubic perovskites
structure, the value of ‘s’ must be unity and for stable perovskites the value of ‘s’ occurs over a range of 0.9\s\1.1
[10–13]. The calculated value of ‘s’ in the above studied
sample is found to be 0.911, the ideal divergence from unity
(s \ 1) can be attributed due to the cooperative rotation of
MnO6 octahedral about a specific axis giving limited
structural distortion. This type of rotational deviation in
Mn–O–Mn bond angle from 180 to complex tilt of
\161:69 (obtained from Reitveld refinement) affect the
magnetic interactions and electrical transport properties in
the studied sample [10–13]. Inset of figure 1a shows the
SEM image recorded at room temperature, which shows the
uniform spatial distribution of the grains clearly observed at
100 lm resolution.
In figure 2a, the magnetization vs. temperature at an
applied magnetic field of 100 Oe is presented. The sample
shows multiple transitions and mixed phases at different
temperatures. Generally, the parent sample LaMnO3 is
basically AFM with insulating properties. However, from
our study, starting from high temperature region a paramagnetic (PM) to inhomogeneous FM phase transition is
observed at critical temperature, TC = 193 K (obtained by
plotting of dM/dT as shown in figure 2a). Further from TC to
down up to TK = 85.81 K, the inhomogeneous FM phase
due to frustrations in magnetic spins are observed. There is
a cusp (inset of figure 2a) like feature at Td = 150 K in the
enlarged view of magnetization, which suggests AFM spin
interaction or canted AFM-like behaviour. However, Ritter
et al [7] showed from their neutron diffraction and smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) experimental results for d
= 0.15, this behaviour is purely inhomogeneous FM phase
due to frustrations in magnetic spins. This can be understood as per Arulraj et al [15], the increase of 10% and
above of the Mn4? creates inhomogeneity in FM interactions. The percentage of Mn4? which is directly related to d
can be calculated using %Mn4? = 2 9 100d and it is found
to be *28.9% in our studied sample, which gives rise to
multiple magnetic phases. At TK = 85.81 K, the crossover
between inhomogeneous FM phase to SG/cluster SG phase
is observed. In addition, below TSG = 55.67 K the magnetic
spins start to freeze, commonly known as glassy phase and
no changes in magnetization is observed (figure 2b). In
upper inset of figure 2(b), the plots of M2 vs. v1 for T = 10
K is shown, the value of spontaneous magnetization (Ms =
2.9 emu g–1) is found from intercept by linearly fitting the
experimental data. This shows that even though the
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Figure 3. Temperature-dependent inverse susceptibility (v-1)
with linear fit at high temperature to obtain hCW. Inset shows log
v–1(T) vs. log(T/TC  1) with linear fit in Griffith’s phase (GP) to
obtain the critical exponent.

Figure 2. (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization (M) in an
applied magnetic field (H) of 100 Oe with enlarged view (inset)
and first-order derivative of magnetization (dM/dT) are shown.
(b) The low temperature magnetization and its first-order derivative is shown with the linear fit of M2 vs. v1 for T = 10 K (inset).

magnetic spins freeze at low temperatures, it freezes with
sufficiently high magnetization value showing no signatures
of AFM spin interaction.
Further, in figure 3 the temperature-dependent inverse
susceptibility (v–1 vs. T) fitted to the conventional Curie–
Weiss (CW) law [10–14] to analyse the magnetic properties
arising around TC and other magnetic transitions are presented. The conventional Curie–Weiss (CW) law is given
by, v ¼ fC ¼ Nl2eff =3KB g=ðT  hCW Þ, where ‘N’ is the
calculated value for the number of formula unit (F.U), leff
is the effective magnetic moment in Bohr magneton (lB)
and KB being Boltzmann’s constant. The CW temperature,
hCW = 173 K is obtained by fitting v–1 vs. T plot. In order to
find the value of leff , the above-mentioned relation C to Cm
is generalized and is given as l2eff N=3KB ¼ Cm , where Cm is
expressed in molar curie units of emu-K mol–1 and rearpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ranging the terms, give rise to leff ¼ 3KB Cm =N ¼
5:86lB [7]. In order to understand such a high value of leff
the theoretical value of average effective moment, ltheo
eff ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ




3þ
4þ
0:71  l2eff Mn
þ ð1  0:71Þ  l2eff Mn
¼ 4:62lB

[7] has been deduced. The calculated theoretical value of
average effective magnetic moment
 3þlie
 between the spin
theo
only
value
of
leff Mn
and
¼ 4:89lB
 4þ 
Mn
,
which
suggests
the
presence
of
ltheo
¼
3:87l
B
eff
frustration and weakening of DE interactions between Mn3þ
and Mn4þ . Also from figure 3 it is observed in the PM
region, that v–1 shows linear behaviour up to TCH = 222 K
and shows sudden downturn below this temperature. This
feature is often referred as a grand manifestation of phase
attributed to GP or Griffith’s phenomena [8]. Here TCH is
called GP temperature, a point where v–1 deviates from the
standard CW law. According to standard GP model [8, 14],
the system shows neither proper PM nor long-range ordered
FM property (i.e., no clear phase separation is observed
called as Griffith’s singularity due to quenched disorder) at
TCH ; where a classic downturn deviation is observed in CW
plot referred as GP regime.
Further the temperature-dependent inverse magnetic
susceptibility gives characteristic T-dependence following

ð1kÞ
the power law, v1 ðT Þ / T  TCH
, where ‘k’ is the
susceptibility exponent and tends to lie in between 0\k\1.
In order to verify and get clear information about the GP
phenomenon, the v1 ðT Þ has been fitted with the above law
as shown in lower inset of figure 3, which gives the value of
TCH ¼ 222K. Further, to obtain the value of ‘k’ the double


logarithmic plot of logðv1 Þ vs. log TTH  1 ; shown in
C

upper inset of figure 3, has been linearly fitted. In addition,
from the slope of the linearly fitted data yields the value of
k = 0.359(5), which is less than unity and exactly correlates
with the GP model in the temperature region. Also, the
selection of TCH (GP temperature) can be verified by taking

ð1kÞ
; (0 \ k \ 1),
the derivative of the v1 ðT Þ / T  TCH
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k
which gives dv1 =dT / ð1  kÞ T  TCH
and its second

k
2 1
2
derivative d v =dT / ð1  kÞðkÞ T  TCH
plotted
against temperature, as shown in figure 4. Further as
observed and by given criteria of the downward deviation
from CW law obtained from magnetization suggests the
value of exponent (k) to be lower than unity [8,14]. Hence
the second derivative of CW susceptibility must be negative, in other words, the GP in second derivative exhibits
negative values, as shown in figure 4 (inset). This further
concludes that the observed singularity phase is GP. The
frustration ratio, given as f = hCW/T (phase) has been
computed from the parameter obtained from magnetization
measurements, which is found to be [4 at TSG, *2.01 at
TK, *0.89 at TC and 0.79 at TCH . This shows that the
magnetic spins are strongly frustrated at low temperature,
i.e., *TSG and TK. Moreover, due to the presence of
inhomogeneous FM interactions of magnetic spins at TC and
TCH ; results in short-range ordering of magnetic spins.
The slow scan M vs. H (–1 to 1 Tesla) plot at T = 10, 150
and 300 K for the studied sample to understand the magnetic behaviour is shown in figure 5. It is well observed
from the figure that the magnetization at 10 K exhibits FM
glassy behaviour due to the fluctuations in magnetic spin
orientations with the applied magnetic field. In order to
analyse the particle/crystallite size effect on glassy behaviour and to classify them to SG or cluster SG at T = 10 K,
the magnetization data have been fitted with Langevin’s
theory [16]. The Langevin’s equation is described as
M=MS ¼ CothðaÞ  1=a ¼ LðaÞ, here L(a) is called Langevin function, where a ¼ lH=KB T. Also the magnetic
moment (l) and the crystallite diameter size (D) are related
by the equation l ¼ MS D3 p=6. The D is found to be at T =
10 K, as D ¼ 30:7  109 m and at Td = 150 K, it is found
that D ¼ 0:95  106 m. This suggests that at low temperature D is in nanometre size, which forms intriguing bunch

Figure 4. First derivative temperature-dependent v–1 and inset
shows second derivative of v–1.
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of clusters for which the applied magnetic field finds difficult to resolve the magnetic spins to reorient in the direction
of the applied magnetic field. This phenomenon is referred
as glassy behaviour (SG/cluster SG), but above Td the D in
micrometre range suggests that the clusters induces shortrange interactions with inhomogeneity and at T = 300 K the
MH exhibits proper PM behaviour.
The electrical resistivity as a function of temperature for
the studied sample is shown in figure 6. The sample exhibits
semiconductor-like behaviour throughout the measured
temperature range with the abrupt increase of electrical
resistivity at lower temperature and correlates with the
magnetic measurements (a classic downturn deviation or
hump above magnetic TC). The low temperature resistivity
data T \150 K has been fitted to the power law equation

Figure 5. Magnetization vs. magnetic field with upper inset at
T = 10 K and lower inset for T = 150 K fitted to Langevin’s
equation.

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent resistivity plot. Inset: low
temperature resistivity data analysis using power law fit.
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described as, q ¼ AT d ; where A is resistivity co-efficient
and d the critical exponent found to be 3.52, as shown in
upper inset of figure 6. Based on Glazmen and Matveev [17]
model, the obtained value of d suggests that there is
inelastic tunnelling of charge carriers between the nearest
available sites. This phenomenon can be understood as the
local symmetry violations due to the vacancies produced by
Mn4? to accommodate excess oxygen (EO), which gives
rise to the canting of Mn4? spins. This canted Mn4? spin
results in weak FM DE interaction between Mn3?–EO–
Mn4? influencing the tunnelling probability. The activation
energy (EA) required for the transport process has been
obtained for the studied sample at different temperature
regions by fitting the resistivity data using thermally activated conduction (TC) mechanism. The modified TC
mechanism can be obtained
  from Arrhenius type equation
given as, q ¼ A exp

EA
KB T

; where A is the resistivity coef-

ficient with weak temperature dependence and KB the
Boltzmann constant. The obtained values of activation
energy (EA) by linearly fitting, ln q vs. KBT–1 are shown in
figure 7. The obtained values of EA are found to increase
above magnetic TC. This suggests that the conduction of
charge carriers needs less energy at low temperatures, as the
available neighbouring sites (nanometre dimensions) are
closer, which favours inelastic tunnelling over hopping

Figure 7. Temperature-dependent logarithmic resistivity plot
with TC model and SE-VRH data analysis fits.

transport. Further, the transport property using SE-VRH
mechanism [18] has been studied in order to understand and
get a clear picture on how the transport mechanism vary in
different temperature regions. Especially, the understanding
about the nature of electrical transport in disorder-oriented
critical phase in the region of magnetic TC to TCH be particularly interesting due to the occurrence of GP phenomenon, as observed from the magnetic measurements.
The transport
process under SE-VRH mechanism follows,

 q
11 ð7þnÞq
qðT Þ ¼ Cn T0
T l exp TT0 [11]. The best fit to the
experimental data can be obtained by considering l ¼ 4:5
and q ¼ 0:5 within a broad temperature interval. In figure 7,
the linear fitting to the resistivity data following SE-VRH


relation, ln qðT ÞT 4:5 vs. T 1=2 is shown, which yields the
values of characteristic T0, also shown in the same figure.
The obtained characteristic value of T0 at low temperature is smaller compared to the intermediate temperature
range (in the region between the magnetic TC to TCH ) and
higher for temperature region (T [ TCH ). Similarly, one can
also analyse the experimental data in the context of Mott
VRH mechanism, but this model is operative when the
Coulomb interactions between the charge carriers are negligible [11,18]. Otherwise, such correlations lead to a
Coulomb gap rCG ¼ KB ðT0 TK Þ0:5  0:08eV, rCG ¼

0:5
KB ðT0 Td Þ0:5  0:24eV and rCG ¼ KB T0 TCH  0:38eV,
where TK (magnetic glassy region), Td (inhomogeneous FM
region) and TCH  GP is the onset of VRH conduction
temperature around g(l) (density of localized states around
Fermi level). And always tend to SE-VRH mechanism due
to the increase of gap between the hopping sites. In correspondence to our analysis of electrical resistivity data
around GP temperatures, using SE-VRH mechanism is
supported by studying the local activation energy, Eloc 
dlnq=dð1=KB T Þ [11]. Considering the above equation in the
broad temperature interval, where T0 having very weak
dependency on T, local activation energy (Eloc) can be
written
in
the
form
of
ln½Eloc =ðKB T Þ þ l ¼
lnq þ qlnT0 þ qlnð1=T Þ.
In figure 8, the plots of ln½Eloc =ðKB T Þ þ l vs. ln(1/T)
linearly fitted, which gives the values of q (&0.5) are
shown and further this analysis yields most accurate values
of the onset of TCH . From the quality of fitting, overall
observation/explanation and the obtained values, it is evident that the hopping of the charge carriers is in good
agreement with SE-VRH mechanism with the assigned
values of l ¼ 9=2 and q  0:5 [11,18].
As shown above, the low temperature electrical resistivity data can be analysed using both power law mechanism and variable range hopping (VRH) mechanism. Both
mechanisms tend to fit the experimental curve at different
temperature regimes satisfactorily. But below (Td \150 K),
the available nearest neighbour sites will be predominantly
closer or even sometimes overlapped so the effective
transport includes only by inelastic tunnelling, hence power
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Figure 8. Local activation energy (Eloc) vs. temperature plot of
the studied sample along with logarithmic local activation energy
fitted with least-square fitting method to find the values of
characteristic exponent q.

law mechanism is more suitable for the region Td \ 150 K.
Further at high temperature region Td [ 150 K, the nearest
neighbouring sites gets perturbed due to the thermal fluctuations where tunnelling is forbidden and the transport of
the charge carriers is assisted only by hopping (i.e., SEVRH) mechanism. Also based on the obtained values of T0
from SE-VRH fitting the resistivity data in temperature
regions at Td $TCH  GP regime, one can find the mean
hopping distance and hopping energies of the charge car 0:5
riers as given by the relation, Rhop ðT Þ ¼ 38 a TT0
and
Ehop ðT Þ ¼ 14 KB T 3=4 T00:5 ; where KB is Boltzmann constant.
The values of Rhop(T) are found to be 39.65 Å at Td and
41.16 Å at TCH and similarly, the Ehop(T) = 0.216 eV at Td
and 0.367 eV at TCH has also been computed. The obtained
value of Rhop(T) is slightly higher for TCH than Td. In addition, the energy required for the charge carriers to hop
between neighbouring sites at Td is slightly lower than TCH .
This shows that hopping sites at Td are critical and is
encompassed with spin inhomogeneities, whereas at TCH
the thermal fluctuations between the neighbouring sites are
dominant over spin oriented inhomogeneities.
In figure 9, the magnetoresistance (MR) vs. magnetic
field (H) for temperatures closer to GP phase and room
temperatures are shown. The resistance in the influence of
the magnetic field is called as MR which is defined as,
MRð%Þ ¼ f½qð8T Þ  qð0T Þ=qð0T Þg  100; where q (8 T)
is resistance at an applied magnetic field of 8 tesla and
q (0 T) is resistance in the absence of magnetic field. The
negative MR at T = 100 K is found to be the highest of
65.4%, at T = 150 K is found to be 58.5% and at T = 300 K
is found to be 15.6%. The occurrence of MR in the manganites is basically from phase coexistence, extrinsic and
intrinsic contributions arising from grain and grain
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Figure 9. MR (%) vs. glBH/KBT at different temperatures, solid
lines are scaling fits to the experimental data.

boundary conditions, which follows Hellman and Abeles
mechanism [19]. It was found from their research that the
application of magnetic field at high temperatures reverses
or reorients the randomized anti-parallel spins, which lead
to decrease in MR. By phenomenological approach, the MR
can be unraveled into linear and quadratic-dependent
components, written as,




qðH; T Þ ¼ qðT; H ¼ 0Þ þ C T\TCH jH j þ C T [ TCH H 2
for different temperatures. This suggests that the MR is
actually scaled as a Brillouin function [20], i.e., MR
depends quadratic to the applied magnetic fields above TC,
which is common for paramagnets or paramagnetic regions,
and varies linearly below TC. The analysis of MR data using
the relation [MR* Dq/q(0 T)]/ CHn , gives the values of C
and n, which is the scattering coefficients and scattering
parameters, respectively, obtained by fitting for different
temperature regions [20,21]. The obtained values C and n at
T = 100 K is found to be 1.112 and 0.899& 1, at T = 150 K
is found to be 0.766 and 0.909&1 and T = 300 K it is found
to be 0.033 and 1.9998, respectively. This shows that at
room temperature (T [ TCH ) the MR is quadratic, but at T =
100 K and 150 K the MR slightly falls shorter than linear
dependencies. This further implies that at T = 100 and 150
K, there exists short-range inhomogeneous FM spin interactions influencing the transport of the charge carriers.
Also, the obtained scattering coefficients of ‘C’ shows
decreasing feature as the temperatures are elevated, which
is a characteristic behaviour of correlation between scatterings of charge carriers against phonon and/or excitationbased transport mechanisms.
Further in order to understand the correlation effect in the
electrical transport property, the dielectric permittivity and
its relaxation dynamics for the synthesized sample have
been studied. In figure 10a, the real part of relative
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dielectric permittivity e0 (T), which shows ferroelectric to
para-electric (FP) like transition at critical temperature Tm =
163 K, has been obtained by plotting de0 /dT (figure 10a
inset). From Tm = 163 to T = 225 K, the e0 (T) shows steep
decrease and further increases after T = 225 K, which
suggests the existence of multiple relaxation behaviour
(camel hump-like feature, i.e., greater one around 160 K
and other small one around 250 K).
This behaviour is also consistent with the magnetization
and electrical resistivity measurements, where the occurrence of the Griffith’s phase was observed. Also it can be
noticed that at low frequencies the sample exhibits high
value of e0 (T), which gradually decreases with the increase
in the frequencies that follows a characteristic behaviour of
Debye-Maxwell Wagner polarization mechanism [12,22].
This can be attributed due to the presence of Mn pairs,
which are enabled to exhibit sufficient migration and

Figure 10. (a) Temperature dependence of real part of relative
permittivity e0 (T) measured at different frequencies and inset
shows d e0 /dT. (b) Temperature dependence of imaginary part of
relative permittivity e00 (T) measured at different frequencies and
inset shows characteristic dielectric loss as a function of
temperature.
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behave like localized dipole states [23]. In figure 10b,
imaginary part of relative dielectric permittivity e00 (T)
measured at different frequencies are shown. Inset of
figure 10b shows the dielectric loss [tan d = (e00 =e0 )], which
can be defined as the ratio of the dielectric energy loss to the
energy stored under a periodic electric field, also known as
dissipation factor [24]. From the figure, it is clear that at
high temperatures the dissipation is more, as the heating is
produced in the system under specific applied frequencies
due to the relaxor mechanisms. Further, the dielectric
relaxor dynamics can be understood as the process in which
dielectric media attains a state of equilibrium, with one or
more time constants with respect to the polarization phenomena [23,24]. In figure 11, the plots of inverse real permittivity (1/e0 ) vs. temperature in order to find CW
dependencies measured at different frequencies are shown.
The normal CW dependency was observed for the studied
sample above the Tm, which is the characteristic of normal
FP phase transition [23–25]. The obtained values of TCW for
1.03 MHz is 242.13 K, for 0.61 MHz is 247.55 K, for 0.47
MHz is 249.51 K, for 0.21 MHz is 246.39 K and for 0.12
MHz is 236.58 K. The obtained values of TCW varies with
the change in frequencies suggesting that the sample possess multiple relaxor dynamics.
Further, the dielectric permittivity (e*) is a complex
entity that can be empirically described by the conventional
1
; where e0 is the real
equation e ¼ e0  ie00 ¼ e1 þ ½1þe0ðe
ixsÞa 
permittivity, e00 is the imaginary permittivity, ‘i’ is the
imaginary unit (i2 = –1), e0 is the static permittivity measured at low frequency, e? the permittivity measured at
very high frequency, x the angular frequency, s is the mean
relaxation time and a the critical exponent defined as the
measure of the distribution [24,26]. The real part of relative
dielectric permittivity e0 is proportional to the capacitance,
which specifies the alignment of dipoles or polarization.
Similarly, the imaginary part of the relative dielectric permittivity e00 is proportional to the dielectric loss and is
complementary to the conductance, and represents the
energy required to align the dipoles [22,23]. This can be
understood as at particular frequencies the dielectric ion
would possess all translational, vibrational and rotational/
orientation degrees of freedom under zero applied electric
field [22–26]. When a simultaneous electric field is applied,
the dielectric sample senses constraint in their degrees of
freedom and only at which the frequencies of the applied
field correlates properly with that of polarization or dipole
orientation influences the dielectric properties. Further the e0
and e00 can be separated from the complex permittivity
equation as described above into two different entities, e0 ¼


 0
hðazÞ
e1 þ De2 1  cos hðsin
and
e00 ¼
azÞþcosðap
½
2 Þ


00
ðDe2 Þ sinðap2 Þ
, respectively and here z = ln(xs) and
½cos hðazÞþcosðap2 Þ
De ¼ ðe0  e1 Þ [26]. In figure 12, the e0 as function of
frequency (x) measured at various temperatures are shown.
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Figure 11.
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Inverse real permittivity 1=e as function temperature for different frequencies.

The values of e0 ðxÞ could only be measured between the
temperature range 125 and 170 K, where below and above
these temperature limit the e0 ðxÞ exceeded the instrumental
limit and gave unphysical values. Generally, the e0 plots
below 102 Hz frequency exhibits high values, which indicate the relaxation due to the interfacial polarization, similarly for frequency range in between 102 and 105 Hz, the
relaxation is due to the dipole polarization. Further, above
105 Hz higher frequency range, the relaxation in e0 is due to
the electronic and atomic polarization, respectively [22–26].
The measured values of e0 ðxÞ have been analysed using the
above equation, which can be made to fit the whole frequency range by varying only the two parameters ‘s’ and

‘a’. The obtained values of s and a at each fixed temperature are shown in table 1. Similarly in figure 13, the measured values of e00 ðxÞ is shown and has been analysed using
the above equation of imaginary part, which again can be
made to fit the whole frequency range by varying the same
two parameters s and a. The obtained values of s and a at
each fixed temperature are also shown in table 1. Further, it
is clearly observed from table 1 that the values of s and a
obtained from fitting the values of e0 ðxÞ and e00 ðxÞ slightly
differs. This can be understood as the e0 ðxÞ values are a
result of both extrinsic and intrinsic effects, such as contributions from its bulk properties and interfacial polarizations produced at material–electrode contact and grain
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Figure 12. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant (e0 ) measured at different
temperatures. Solid lines are best fit to the experimental data.

boundary effects, whereas the e00 ðxÞ values depend mainly
on dissipation and relative conductance. However, the value
of a obtained from both the fittings satisfies the combined
effect of Debye-Maxwell Wagner relaxor dynamics
[12,22–26].

4.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the systematic study of polycrystalline
LaMnO3?d manganite emphasizing their magnetic, electrical transport and dielectric properties are presented. The
stoichiometric sample LaMnO3 is AFM and FM ordering

with orthorhombic structure, but non-stoichiometric
LaMnO3?d manganite is rhombohedral structure and exhibits inhomogeneous FM and spin glass property. The
studied sample is of particular interest due to its critical
behaviour in their magnetic spin interactions above TC,
which leads to Griffith’s phase phenomenon. The electrical
transport properties follow power law dependency at low
temperatures and SE-VRH-type hopping conduction at high
temperatures. The large values of MR are found for the
studied sample (d&0.15) at T\TCH , with no spontaneous
metal–insulator phase transition can be attributed due to the
application of higher magnetic fields. Further from MR
analysis it is evident that MR actually scales as a Brillouin

Bull. Mater. Sci. (2021)44:136
Table 1.
(e00 ).
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The fitting parameters of dielectric constant (e0 ) and
e0 ðxÞ

T (K)

s (910–3 s)

123.43
133.07
142.98
152.95
162.95

2.77
1.25
1.32
1.42
1.33

e00 ðxÞ
s (910–3 s)

a
1.0086
1.0188
1.0540
1.0289
1.0203

(4)
(7)
(2)
(6)
(6)

2.09
0.77
0.95
1.20
1.19

a
0.9952
0.7593
0.8346
0.7753
0.8137

(6)
(4)
(1)
(3)
(6)
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function due to weakening of DE interactions. That is, MR
depends quadratic to the applied magnetic fields above at high
temperatures (T [ TCH ), which is commonly found for paramagnets. It varies linearly below (T\TCH ), due to standard
deviation in linear dependency with magnetic field due to the
correlations between scattering of charge carriers against
phonons and other excitants. From the dielectric measurements, the sample is found to exhibit multiple relaxor
dynamics, mainly below and above the occurrence of the
Griffith’s Phase, which has been studied using the combined
theory of Debye-Maxwell Wagner relaxor mechanism.

Figure 13. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant (e00 ) measured at different
temperatures. Solid lines are best fit to the experimental data.
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